REQUEST FOR RECORDS DISPOSITION AUTHORITY
(See Instructions on reverse)

TO
GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DC 20408

1 FROM (Agency or establishment)
   Department of Interior
2 MAJOR SUBDIVISION
   U.S. Geological Survey
3 MINOR SUBDIVISION
   Minerals Management Service

4 NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM TO CONFER
   Marvin H. Kabakoff
5 TELEPHONE EXT
   839-7110

6 CERTIFICATE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE
   I hereby certify that I am authorized to act for this agency in matters pertaining to the disposal of the agency's records, that the records proposed for disposal in this Request of ______ page(s) are not now needed for the business of this agency or will not be needed after the retention periods specified, and that written concurrence from the General Accounting Office, if required under the provisions of Title 8 of the GAO Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies, is attached.

   A GAO concurrence [ ] is attached, or [ ] is unnecessary

7 ITEM NO

8 DESCRIPTION OF ITEM
   (With Inclusive Dates or Retention Periods)
   This appraisal report covers those records at the Boston Federal Records Center relating to the New England New York Inter Agency-Committee (NENYIAC) retired by the U.S. Geological Survey.
   U.S. Geological Survey Correspondence Files, ca. 1950-56, 3 cu.ft.
   Letters, reports, lists, maps, and other correspondence relating to the functions and operations of the Geological Survey within NENYIAC, and in particular to the mapping, water supply, and mineral resources sub-committees. The important data within this series was created by the Department of Interior and its sub-agencies and consists of geological and water supply reports on New England and New York, with maps and overlays; sub-committee reports; critiques of NENYIAC's interim and final reports; correspondence on geological maps and on the role of the USGS within NENYIAC. These records contain both evidential and historical value.

9 GRS OR SUPERSEDED JOB CITATION

10 ACTION TAKEN (NARS USE ONLY)

STANDARD FORM 115 (REV 8-83)
Prescribed by GSA
FPWR (4) CFR 101-11 4
The series also contains duplicate copies of both USGS material and NENYIAC data. The bulk of this consists of NENYIAC reports on public hearings.

a. Records created by the Department of Interior or its sub-agencies (except multiple copies of the same item).

DISPOSITION: Permanent. Transfer to the National Archives immediately upon approval of this schedule.

b. Copies of NENYIAC records and multiple copies of Interior records.

DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately upon approval of this schedule. The NENYIAC records scheduled under this authority are copies of records proposed for permanent retention and transfer to the National Archives under Job N1-412-88-1.

These records are in accession 057-62A0282, located at the Federal Records Center, Boston.